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Taking the family to Yellowstone National Park is a once-in-a-lifetime adventure. With a little

planning and guidance from Yellowstone Insider for Families, parents can map out a visit built

around family-friendly activities.  This eBook from the editor of the Yellowstoneinsider.com website

covers all the ins and outs of family travel in America's First National Park. Designed to be used on

the go, the eBook answers your questions about Yellowstone, kids, and travel echoing a different

time in American history, What are the must-do Yellowstone activities for kids? What thermal areas

are best suited for strollers and youngsters? How do you structure a Yellowstone tour in this age of

digital entertainment and devices?  With Yellowstone Insider for Families, readers can map out the

perfect Yellowstone trip with toddlers in tow and strollers in the truck. Between lists of

stroller-friendly thermal areas, hotel rooms best suited for kids, and family-appropriate restaurants

and entertainments, Yellowstone Insider for Families will guide you through the planning process

and highlight where to stay, concessionaire and NPS activities for families, best spots for a family

meal, and best geyser basin itineraries for those traveling with strollers and young ones. 

Yellowstone National Park may not be the most obvious destination for today s wired family after all,

there are no televisions or swimming pools in the Park, and there is very limited telephone or WiFi

service. But this simplicity may just be what today s family needs. As the author writes: 

"Yellowstone National Park is rich with potential and splendor. And for children, as well as adults,

Yellowstone can be a veritable wonderland. It is one of the most exciting and spectacular spots in

the world, less a place to visit than a place to engage. A Yellowstone vacation is not one to

passively experience but actively enjoy." Yellowstone Insider for Families focuses on the following

topics:  -Best lodging and dining options for families -Activities geared toward kids, including the

Wildlife Olympics and Junior Ranger programs -Top 10 selfie spots -Top 10 thermal features for

kids, including some off-the-beaten-path stunners -Gateway Cities and their family-friendly offerings

-Ranger Programs -Best of the Yellow Bus Tours
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Sean Reichard is editor of Yellowstoneinsider.com.

My husband, 18-month-old, and I just spent four nights in Yellowstone, and Yellowstone Insider for

Families helped me to sort out where we should go (and could go with a toddler). The "top 10" lists

were extremely helpful as the other book (by a different author) I got was almost overwhelming with

information. My parents are talking about going to Yellowstone next year, and I will probably loan

them this book because I think it will help anyone going to the park, not just families. What would

make this book better is if there were maps and more photographs of the sites that the book is

referring to. I am a visual learner, so it was a little difficult to fully comprehend what and where

everything was. (If it was a smaller park, I don't think that would be an issue, but Yellowstone is

enormous!) Overall, I found this book to be essential to our planning of our visit to Yellowstone, but

as a companion book to a full guide.

Very good information and very accurate

Very helpful and easy to read. Worked great for taking our grandkids for a tour of Yellowstone.
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